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To all whom, it may concern: 
Be it known that I, FLORANCE. P. CROWE, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Greenfield, in the county of Highland and 

5 State of Ohio, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Electric-Alarm 
Devices for Clocks, of which the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to new and useful 

10 improvements in electric alarm devices for 
clocks, and has particular reference to an 
electric alarm device which is easily attach 
able to the dial of any clock for operation 
by a hand of the latter. 

15 It is the principal object of the invention 
to provide a simple and efficient device 
which may be easily attached to the dial 
plate of any clock for operation by its hour 
or minute hand to give an alarm at a prede 

20 termined time. The device is of few parts, 
they are economically and easily made, and 
when attached to the clock dial, they will 
form an alarm unit which is both attractive 
and efficient. 
The invention contemplates the attach 

ment of a wedge element to the hour hand 
of the clock, to close a circuit through an 
electric bell or other alarm device when that 
element engages the circuit closing means 
on the dial. 
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 

is a front view of the dial of a clock to 
which my alarm device is applied. Figure 
2 is a diametrical, sectional view taken 
through the dial and the setting slides of the 
alarm device. Figure 3 is a botton plan 
view of the hour hand, showing the wedge 
contact element secured thereto. And Fig 
ure 4 is a rear view of the clock dial, show 
ing the alarm bell and its electric connec 
tions with the tracks on the dial. 

Referring to the accompanying drawings 
for a detailed description of my invention, 
the numeral 1 designates a clock dial around 
which an hour hand 2 and a minute hand 3 
travel in the usual manner. Secured to the 
front face of the dial 1 by screws 4, are two 
concentric tracks 5, 5 made of conducting 
material and having each a scarf-groove 6 
in its outer side to receive a radial scarf 
grooved slide 7 constructed of suitable con 
ducting material. On the rear side of the 
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dial 1 the tracks 5, 5 are connected together 
by non-conducting pieces 8 through which 
the screws 4 pass. (See Figures 2 and 4.) 

Secured to each track 5 for projection 
through a hole that may be easily formed in 
the dial 1, is a binding post 9 or other suit 
able wire-receiving element. Wires 10, 10 
connected to these posts 9, 9, place the tracks 
5, 5 in circuit with an electric bell 11, or any 
other suitable electric alarm. (See Figure 
4.) This circuit is closed by the following 
means to give an alarm at a predetermined 
time. - 

The slides 7, 7 project a sufficient distance 
over the space between the tracks 5, 5 to 
permit a non-conducting bridge piece 12 to 
be secured, by screws 11, 11, to their bottom 
portions for travel around the circular path 
between the tracks. (See Figures 1 and 2.) 
At each side of the bridge piece 12 there is 
formed on each slide 7 a radial housing 13 
for a plunger 14 from which a pin 15 pro 
jects through a hole in the inner end of the housing. 
The plunger pins 15, 15 are in a linement 

with each other, but in their normal outward 
positions they do not meet so that they may 
leave sufficient space for the entrance be 
tween them of a Wedge piece 16 attached 
to the bottom of the hour hand 2 of the 
clock. Mounted in each housing 13 is a 
compression spring 17 against which each 
plunger 14 will be pressed by the wedge 
piece 16 when the latter is moved between 
the plunger pins 15, 15 by the hour hand; 
and after it has passed between these pins, 
the springs 17, 17 will return the plunger's 
to their normal outward positions. The en 
gagement of the wedge piece 16 with the 
plunger pins 15, 15 will close an electric cir 
cuit between the slides 7, the tracks 5 and 
the electric bell 11 through the means here 
in before described, to cause the bell to ring 
so long as the wedge piece is between said plunger pins. 
The slides 7, 7 connected by the non-con ducting strip 12, form together a setting 

arm or hand that is completed by a pointed 
projection 18 on the outer slide for passage 
over the time-division numerals 19 on the 
dial. Therefore, when it is desired to set 
the alarm for a certain time, the connected 
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slides 7, 7 may be easily moved around the 
dial 1 by the fingers to bring the pointed 
projection 18 over the numeral designating 
the hour or less division of time selected. 
In Figure 5 the projection 18 on the outer 
slide 7 is shown to be directly over the 
numeral “5', so that when the hour hand 2 
comes to a position over that numeral, or 
when it is five o'clock, the wedge piece 16 
will move between the plunger pins 15, 15 
to close the electric circuit through the bell 
11 and thereby cause it to ring so long as 
the wedge piece is between the pins. The 
duration of time the bell is rung may be 
varied by increasing or decreasing the 
length of the wedge piece, or it may be made 
to ring alternately by corrugating said 
wedge piece. The latter is also constructed 
so that the indicator may be freely moved 
around the dial without injuring the hour 
hand 2. 
The outer track 5 is formed in its pe 

riphery with notches 20 into which a 
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plunger 21 mounted in a guide 22 on the in 
terior of the outer slide 7, is adapted to be 
pressed by a spring 23 to set the indicator, 
and hold it firmly, in a selected position. 
The notches and safety plunger also pre 
vent the indicator being moved in any direc 
tion other than the one in which it will pass 
the hour hand most easily, The safety 
plunger also prevents the indicator from 
slipping down on the left hand side of the 
Cla. 
To overcome lost motion and to insure 

that it will make contact on the exact min 
ute for which the indicator is set, the hour 
hand 2 is preferably poised by an extension 
24. (See Figures 1 and 3.) 
The device is easily attached to the dial of 

any clock by first boring the necessary small 
holes to receive the screws 4, which are 
passed through said holes from the rear into 
the tracks 5, 5 which are concentrically po 
sitioned on the front face of said dial, Holes 
are also formed in the dial to receive the 
binding posts 9, 9 to which the wires 10, 10 
may be easily connected. The slides , , are easily applied to the tracks, and the wedge 
piece 16 readily fastened to the hour hand, 
So that the entire operation of assembly and 
attachment of the device to the clock may 
be accomplished quickly, easily and without 
injury to the clock itself. 

Having described my invention, I claim: 
1. In a clock, the combination with a dial 

and a time-indicating hand movable around 
the latter, of a pair of concentric tracks at 
tachable to said dial beneath said hand, a 
slide free to travel around each track, non 
conducting means connecting said slides for 
a movement together to a desired alarm po 
sition on the dial, an electric alarm device 
in electric circuit with said tracks, and a 
contact element on said time-indicating 
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hand adapted to be engagingly carried be 
tween said slides by the time-indicating 
hand, to close the electric circuit between the 
slides, the tracks and the alarm device for 
the purpose specified. 

2. In a clock, the combination with a dial 
and a time-indicating hand movable around 
the latter, of a pair of concentric tracks at 
tachable to said dial beneath said hand, a 
slide free to travel around each track, non 
conducting means connecting said slides for 
a movement together to a desired alarm po 
sition on the dial, an electric alarm device 
in electric circuit with said tracks, plungers 
on said slides spring-pressed over the space 
between the latter, and a wedge contact ele 
ment on the time-indicating hand adapted 
to be engagingly carried between said plung 
ers by the time-indicating hand, to close the 
electric circuit between the slides, the tracks 
R the alarm device for the purpose speci 
e. 
3. In a clock, the combination with a dial 

and a time-indicating hand movable around 
the latter, of a pair of concentric tracks at 
tachable to said dial beneath said hand, a 
slide free to travel around each track, a 
non-conducting element connecting said 
slides for a movement together to a desired 
position, a housing on each slide, a plunger 
in each housing, a spring behind each 
plunger in its respective housing, a pin pro 
jecting outwardly from each plunger over 
the non-conducting element connecting the 
slides, an electric alarm device in electric 
circuit with said tracks, and a wedge piece 
attachable to the time-indicating hand, 
adapted to be carried by the latter between 
the plunger pins, for engagement with the 
latter to close the electric circuit between the 
slides, the tracks and the alarm device for 
the purpose specified, 

4. In a clock, the combination with a dial 
and a time-indicating hand movable around 
the latter, of a pair of concentric tracks at 
tachable to said dial, an indicator movable 
around said tracks, an alarm device in elec 
tric circuit with said tracks, a contact ele 
ment on the time-indicating hand for con 
tact with the indicator to close the electric 
circuit through said alarm device, one of 
said tracks having notches in its periphery, 
and a safety plunger on the indicator adapt. 
ed to engage in said notches to hold the in 
dicator in a desired position, 

5. In a clock the combination with a dial 
and a time-indicating hand movable around 
the latter, of a pair of concentric tracks 
adapted to be applied to the face of said 
dial, the latter being formed with holes be 
hind said tracks, screws projecting through 
said holes into the tracks, radial non-conduct 
ing pieces held against the rear faee of the 
dial by said screws, a slide adapted to travel 
around each track, a non-conducting bridge 
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piece connected between the slides for move- between the slides, the tracks and the alarm ment through the path between the tracks, device for the purpose specified. 
an electric alarm device in electric circuit. In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 0 
with said tracks, and a contact element at- my hand this 31st day of January, 1924. 

5 tachable to said time-indicating hand adapt- FLORANCE P. CROWE. 
ed to be engagingly carried by the latter be- Witness: 
tween said slides, to close the electric circuit HowARD S. SMITH. 


